
Bicycle tour to the lakes of
Krasnoyarsk region and Khakassia

Day 1.
Independent arrival to Krasnoyarsk. Accommodation in
one of Krasnoyarsk hotels*.

A short bicycle excursion around Krasnoyarsk. Acquaintance with instructors and getting
instructions. Preparation for departure, technical checkup.

Hotel accommodation is not included

Meals independent

10 km by bicycle

For extra charge

Day 2.
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Departure to Sharypovo town by public bus.

Then departure by bicycle to Beloye lake. Assembling the tents, dinner and rest.
Acquaintance with other tourists near the evening bonfire. Horse riding*.

Accommodation in tents

Lunch, dinner

320 km by public bus, 20 km by bicycle

For extra charge

Day 3.
Preparations, departure to Parnoye lake from Sharypovo.
This lake is famous for its healing water. Assembling the
tent camp, lunch and rest. In the evening dinner and a
contest at the bonfire. Those who wish can visit the
restaurant on the water*, which is situated in the middle
of the lake.

Accommodation in tents

Breakfast, lunch, dinner

40 km by bicycle

For extra charge

Day 4.
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Preparations, then we continue the route. Lunch in Uzhur
town, short rest and departure to the famous resort
Uchum. This lake in the mountainous steppe of Khakassia
is indescribable and possesses healing power. Assembling
the tent camp, dinner and rest. After dinner you have free
time. Everybody who wants can visit a disco and a
restaurant*.

Accommodation in tents

Breakfast, lunch, dinner

60 km by bicycle

For extra charge

Day 5.
Continue of the route. The way to the border of Khakassia
will go up (10 kilometers) across the pass Kopjovo (2000
meters above the sea level). Then small slopes and way
down across the most salty Siberian lake Tuz, to Shira
lake, which is famous for its medicinal mud and mineral
water. On the way there is a short stop and lunch. Rest,
dinner and health procedures*.

Accommodation in tents

Breakfast, lunch, dinner

10 km by bicycle

For extra charge

Day 6.
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Healing procedures*, swimming and rest on the shore
lake. After lunch there is a short tour by bicycles to the
sweet lake Itkul, the water of which is as clear as in Baikal
lake. In the evening there is dinner and an evening
show-program. Disco*.

Accommodation in tents

Breakfast, lunch, dinner

For extra charge

Day 7.
Preparing for departure. Departure from Shira to
Krasnoyarsk by public bus. Return to Krasnoyarsk.

Breakfast, lunch snack

350 km by public bus
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